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A Comparison of Cylindrical and
Fan-Shaped Film-Cooling Holes
on a Vane Endwall at Low and
High Freestream Turbulence
Levels
Fan-shaped film-cooling holes have been shown to provide superior cooling performance
to cylindrical holes along flat plates and turbine airfoils over a large range of different
conditions. Benefits of fan-shaped holes include less required cooling air for the same
performance, increased part lifetime, and fewer required holes. The major drawback,
however, is increased manufacturing cost and manufacturing difficulty, particularly for
the vane platform region. To this point, there have only been extremely limited compari-
sons between cylindrical and shaped holes on a turbine endwall at either low or high
freestream turbulence conditions. This study presents film-cooling effectiveness measure-
ments on an endwall surface in a large-scale, low-speed, two-passage, linear vane cas-
cade. Results showed that film-cooling effectiveness decreased with increasing blowing
rate for the cylindrical holes, indicating jet liftoff. However, the fan-shaped passage
showed increased film-cooling effectiveness with increasing blowing ratio. Overall, fan-
shaped holes increased film-cooling effectiveness by an average of 75% over cylindrical
holes for constant cooling flow. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2720493�
ntroduction
The primary goal of turbine cooling research during the past

ears was to develop cooling methods in which the amount of
oolant could be decreased with at least the same, if not better,
ooling performance. Fan-shaped holes have provided this oppor-
unity to engine designers by providing significantly better cooling
erformance compared to cylindrical holes over a large range in
lowing ratios and other conditions. However, the main drawback
n implementing fan-shaped holes into current engine designs
omes from the manufacturing side. Fan-shaped holes are on the
rder of four to eight times more expensive to manufacture than
ylindrical holes on a per hole basis, depending on the technique.
an-shaped holes are generally made using the electro-discharge
achining technique, which is more expensive than the cheaper

aser-drilling methods typically used to manufacture cylindrical
oles.

The benefits of shaped hole cooling over cylindrical hole cool-
ng for flat plates and airfoils were reviewed by Bunker �1�. Lat-
ral expansion of the coolant promotes a better coverage of sur-
ace area downstream of the hole. Exit momentum of the jet is
educed as a result of the hole expansion, which keeps the jet
ttached to the surface. Both of these benefits were illustrated by
he flow visualization study of Goldstein et al. �2�.

Although shaped cooling holes have been widely used on the
irfoil surface, there has been limited use on the vane platform.
or this reason, the majority of endwall cooling studies have used
ylindrical cooling holes. However, recent desires for more effi-
ient cooling have promoted the use of shaped holes in the plat-
orm region. Unlike the majority of the airfoil surface, the endwall
s a highly three-dimensional region, with intense secondary flows
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caused by the approaching boundary layer and cross-passage pres-
sure gradient. This inevitably makes endwall film cooling more
challenging to design and to predict.

This study was spawned from the lack of research of shaped
hole endwall film cooling. It was necessary to directly compare
the performance of shaped to cylindrical cooling holes, since cy-
lindrical holes were used for most of the current research. This
study contained two separate vane passages, one with cylindrical
endwall film-cooling holes, and the other with shaped endwall
film-cooling holes. A double row of staggered cylindrical film-
cooling holes was located upstream of both passages. Compari-
sons were directly made based on matching coolant mass flow
rates between the two passages. The coolant mass flow rates were
determined by matching the percent coolant flow through the pas-
sage to typical engine operating conditions. The effect of
freestream turbulence was also investigated because today’s gas
turbines can have a range of different freestream turbulence levels
exiting the combustor.

Past Studies
Film-cooling has been studied at great length over the past

50 years �3,4�. Excellent reviews of film-cooling research can be
found in Goldstein �5�, Bogard and Thole �6�, and for shaped
film-cooling holes by Bunker �1�. A fair amount of endwall film-
cooling research has been done using slots and discrete cylindrical
holes, however only the studies by Vogel et al. �7�, Vogel �8�, and
Barrigozzi �9� have employed shaped holes.

One of the main influences on endwall film cooling is the pas-
sage vortex and subsequent cross-passage flow. This tends to
sweep the coolant away from the pressure side towards the suction
side. This effect has been shown for upstream slot cooling by
Blair �10�, Granser and Schulenberg �11�, Colban et al. �12�, and
Knost and Thole �13� and for cylindrical film-cooling holes by
Harasgama and Burton �14� and Nicklas �15�.

Not only does the endwall secondary flow affect the film cool-

ing, but the film cooling also has an effect on the secondary flow
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eld. Increased film cooling has been shown to reduce the
trength of the passage vortex, as well as reduce the amount of
ross passage flow. This effect has been shown by Sieverding and
ilputte �16� and Kost and Nicklas �17� for endwall cooling in-

ection and Colban et al. �18� for upstream slot injection from a
ackward-facing step.

Friedrichs et al. �19� studied cylindrical endwall cooling in a rig
pecially designed to generate stronger secondary flows in order
o isolate the effect of the secondary flow field on endwall cool-
ng. They identified barriers to the endwall coolant flow in the
orm of three-dimensional separation lines on the endwall formed
y the secondary flow structures. Coolant ejected near these sepa-
ation lines was swept off the endwall surface, providing little
ooling benefit. However, cooling ejection further from the sec-
ndary flow separation lines provided better cooling. They also
eported that the addition of film cooling had an effect on the near
all secondary flow structures, redirecting the cross-passage flow

n the direction of the inviscid streamlines. Friedrichs et al. �19�
lso found that the coolant trajectories were in large part dictated
y the direction of the near wall flow, not the ejection angle of the
ole. The insensitivity of the jet trajectory to the hole orientation
ngle has also been verified by Knost and Thole �20�.

Studies of double rows of staggered cylindrical holes upstream
f the leading edge have been performed by Oke et al. �21�, Zhang
nd Jaiswal �22�, and Zhang and Moon �23�. Oke et al. �21� mea-
ured thermal and velocity profiles in the vane passage down-
tream of 45 deg holes. Their results showed jet liftoff just down-
tream of the holes, which resulted in high mixing of the jets with
he freestream. Both Zhang and Jaiswal �22� �using 45 deg holes�
nd Zhang and Moon �23� �using 30 deg holes� showed that at
ow flow rates the majority of the coolant was swept away from
he pressure side towards the suction side because of the cross-
assage flow. However, they found that at higher flow rates, the
oolant ejection suppressed the endwall secondary flow, leading to
oth thermal and aerodynamic benefits.

To date, only the studies by Vogel et al. �7�, Vogel �8�, and
arigozzi et al. �9� have featured shaped hole film cooling on the
ndwall. The first two studies were primarily focused on the de-
elopment of a unique experimental technique. However, a num-
er of conclusions can be made about the behavior of shaped
ooling holes on an endwall from the images presented in that
ork. The lateral spreading of coolant typically seen on flat-plate

nd airfoil surfaces with fan-shaped film cooling also occurred on
he endwall. The coolant was still largely affected by the cross-
assage flow, and was directed away from the pressure side to-
ard the suction side. Also, jets that were located directly down-

tream of other coolant trajectories tended to provide the best film
ffectiveness.

Barigozzi et al. �9� measured film effectiveness, total pressure
oss, flow field, and thermal field data for an endwall cooled with
ylindrical holes and conical diffuser shaped holes. However, their
omparison between cylindrical and conical shaped holes was not
xact, since there were different hole patterns. Barigozzi et al. �9�
howed that the size and vorticity of the passage vortex actually
ncreased with decreasing film-cooling mass flow rates. As the
ow rate increased above 1%, the passage vortex diminished in
ize and strength until it was no longer recognizable. The endwall
ross flow was also eliminated at the highest mass flow rate
MFR�, resulting in a nearly uniform two-dimensional exit flow.
his result was confirmed with the film-effectiveness measure-
ents, which showed that at low flow rates the jets were deflected

oward the suction side, while at high flow rates the jets followed
he potential flow streamlines. At low flow rates the cylindrical
oles performed slightly better than the conical shaped holes, be-
ause the lower momentum jets exiting the shaped holes were
ore affected by the secondary flows. However, at higher flow

ates, the conical shaped holes provided much better cooling than
he cylindrical holes, in part because of the increased coverage

nd reduced exit momentum.
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Experimental Facilities
The experiments were performed in the Virginia Tech Experi-

mental and Computational Convection Laboratory low-speed,
large-scale, recirculating wind tunnel facility shown in Fig. 1. The
wind tunnel featured a flow split section, which divided the flow
into three separate channels. The air in the center channel was
heated by a 55 kW heater bank to simulate the combustor core
flow, and then passed through a series of flow straighteners before
entering the test section. The air in the two outer channels was
cooled using heat exchangers supplied by a 44 kW chiller, and
then used as supply coolant. The coolant was delivered to the
endwall plenum by a 2 hp blower situated atop the wind tunnel.
This process resulted in temperature differences between the cool-
ant and mainstream of approximately 20°C.

The Reynolds number based on true vane chord and inlet ve-
locity was 3.4�105 for all tests. Profiles of temperature and ve-
locity were made upstream of each passage prior to testing to
ensure periodicity among both passages. The tests were essentially
incompressible, with a jet-to-freestream density ratio of approxi-
mately 1.06. The inlet turbulence intensity was measured at a
location of X /C=−0.3 upstream of the test section with a hot wire
anemometer. Turbulence intensity for the low freestream condi-
tions was measured to be 1.2%. High freestream turbulence was
generated using three 7.2-cm-diameter normal jets in crossflow,
which were located 2.7 chord lengths upstream of the vane lead-
ing edge. This resulted in 8.9% turbulence intensity with a length
scale of �x / P=0.15. The approaching boundary layer thickness
was also measured to be � /Zmax=0.12 at a distance X /C=−0.3
upstream of the vane leading edge. A summary of important inlet
conditions and geometrical parameters is given in Table 1.

Test Section Design. The two-passage linear vane cascade test
section described in detail by Colban et al. �24� was used. A
contoured upper endwall was designed to ensure the engine static
pressure distribution around the vane surface was matched. It was
critical to match the static pressure distribution around the vane
surface, as the location of minimum static pressure has a signifi-
cant effect on the development of the passage secondary flows.
The pressure coefficient distributions around the vane at engine
conditions and in the low speed facility both with and without the
contour are shown in Fig. 2. The contoured vane was aft loaded,

Fig. 1 Schematic of the low-speed recirculating wind tunnel
facility

Table 1 Operating conditions and vane parameters

Scale 3�

C �m� 0.53
Smax,PS �m� 0.52
Smax,SS �m� 0.68
Uin �m/s� 10
Rein �–� 3.4�105

�TFC �°C� 20
Vane pitch �m� 0.465
Transactions of the ASME
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hich leads to weaker secondary flows since the minimum driv-
ng pressure is further from the leading edge. Without the con-
oured endwall, the vane is more fore loaded, which tends to
trengthen the secondary flow structures because of a larger driv-
ng pressure difference in the passage. Clearly with the contoured
ndwall, the pressure distribution around the vane was very simi-
ar to the engine conditions, which led to closely simulated engine
epresentative secondary flows in the vane cascade.

Some modifications to the previously described �24� test section
ere made. A film-cooled endwall surface was placed on the

ower flat platform, and a feed plenum was constructed below.
he inner passage of the cascade featured cylindrical holes, while

he outer passage featured fan-shaped holes. Figure 3 shows the
ole layout on the endwall, including the two rows of staggered
ylindrical holes that were placed upstream of each passage. The
ayout of the film-cooling holes was identical for each passage,
hich allowed a direct comparison of the respective cooling per-

ormance of each hole geometry.
The endwall was constructed from medium density foam with a

ow thermal conductivity �k=0.028 W /m K� to allow adiabatic

Fig. 2 Static pressure distribution around the center vane
Fig. 3 Film-cooling hole layout and specifications
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film-cooling effectiveness measurements and it was manufactured
using a five-axis water jet cutting machine. The relevant geometri-
cal parameters of the film-cooling holes are summarized in Table
2. All of the holes had a cylindrical diameter of 0.26�0.015 cm.
The two upstream rows of holes had a surface angle of 60 deg,
while the holes in the passage had a surface angle of 35 deg. The
fan-shaped holes had both a 10 deg lateral and forward expansion
angle, which caused a breakout distance of t=0.81 cm on the
endwall surface. The area ratio from the inlet area to the exit area
for the shaped holes was 4.6. The vane–endwall junction was
fitted with an elliptical manufacturing fillet, which extended out a
distance of 10D normal to the vane surface and to a span height of
12D normal to the endwall surface.

Each passage could be sealed off from below, so that it was
possible to provide film cooling to a single passage individually.
This allowed for the total coolant flow rate to be measured di-
rectly with a laminar flow element �LFE� placed upstream of the
plenum.

Surface temperature measurements were taken for each passage
using an infrared �IR� camera positioned atop the test section. The
IR camera was perpendicular to the surface for five of the seven
images required to capture the complete endwall. The remaining
two pictures were taken at an angle with respect to the surface,
which required a linear surface transformation for those images.
The IR camera provided an image resolution of 240�320 pixels,
while the spatial resolution of the camera was approximately
0.72 mm /pixel �0.28D� at the measurement distance.

A one-dimensional conduction correction, described by
Etheridge et al. �25�, was applied to the film-effectiveness mea-
surements to obtain the final adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness.
This method involved measuring the endwall surface effectiveness
with coolant inside the plenum but no blowing and using those
values to correct the ultimate measured values of film-cooling
effectiveness. The heat transfer coefficients inside the plenum
were matched by letting the coolant exit the plenum through the
adjacent passage. The uncooled effectiveness ranged from 0.06 to
0.15 with the highest values occurring near the entrance to the
passage.

Experimental Uncertainty. The partial derivative and sequen-
tial perturbation method given by Moffat �26� was used to calcu-
late uncertainties for the measured values. The uncertainties for
the adiabatic effectiveness measurements were �0.012 for a high
value of �=0.9 and �0.011 for a low value of �=0.2.

Test Design. This study was designed to independently inves-
tigate the effect of three separate variables: �1� coolant flow rate;
�2� cooling hole shape; and �3� freestream turbulence intensity.
The test matrix for this study is shown in Table 3, and contained a
total of 12 cases. Coolant flow rates are reported in this study in
terms of percent difference from the baseline case, with a 125%,

Table 2 Film-cooling hole parameters

D �cm�
Upstream

0.26�0.015
Cylindrical

0.26�0.015
Shaped

0.26�0.015

� �deg� 60 35 35
�1 �deg� 0 0 10
�2 �deg� 0 0 10

Table 3 Test matrix for endwall cases „shaded values are
baseline operating conditions…

Cylindrical passage Fan-shaped passage

TI=1.2% 75% 100% 125% 75% 100% 125%
TI=8.9% 75% 100% 125% 75% 100% 125%
JULY 2008, Vol. 130 / 031007-3
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00%, and a 75% flow case. The complete test matrix is shown in
able 3. Note that flow rates have been normalized by the design
onditions.

Local inviscid blowing ratios and local inviscid momentum flux
atios were computed for each hole. Local values mean that the
ocal inviscid velocity was used in the scaling. The static pressure
istribution on the endwall was approximated using a three-
imensional �3D� computational fluid dynamics �CFD� prediction
ithout film-cooling in FLUENT 6.1.2. The measured total pres-

ure in the plenum during the experiments was then used to make
n inviscid prediction for the coolant velocity in the metering area
f the cooling holes. Local freestream velocities on the endwall
ere also calculated using the CFD static pressure distribution,

nd the mainstream and coolant densities were measured during
esting. The resulting blowing ratios and momentum flux ratios
re presented in the form of contours shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�
or the baseline 100% flow conditions, with the hole locations
utlined as well. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� are essentially design
aps, showing the resulting blowing ratio at any location on the

ndwall. As expected, blowing ratios are highest at the inlet to the
assage, especially near the stagnation point, where the freestream
elocity is lowest. Fairly uniform blowing ratios of approximately
=3.0 are seen in the two upstream rows nearest the suction side,

hile the blowing ratios on the two upstream rows nearest the
ressure side vary from M =2.8 to 5.9. The blowing ratios for the
ajority of the holes in the passage are less than 2.0, as the flow

ccelerates to nearly five times the inlet velocity in the throat
egion.

It is worth noting that because of the expansion through the
an-shaped holes, the velocity at the exit of the fan-shaped holes
ould be reduced by the area ratio �AR� of the holes �AR=4.6�

rom the velocity at the inlet to the holes. That means that the exit
lowing ratios for the fan-shaped holes would be approximately
2% of the values shown in Fig. 4�a�. Similarly, the momentum
atios at the fan-shaped hole exits would be 4.7% of the reported
alues in Fig. 4�b�, again because of the reduction in jet velocity
hrough the hole.

xperimental Results
Results are presented in terms of adiabatic film-cooling effec-

iveness. Contours are shown in Figs. 5�a�–5�f� for the low
reestream turbulence cases and in Figs. 6�a�–6�f� for the high
reestream turbulence cases. Analysis plots of laterally averaged
nd area-averaged effectiveness are also given, along with film-
ffectiveness augmentation plots of laterally averaged effective-
ess, which show the effects of blowing ratio, hole shape, and
reestream turbulence.

Cylindrical Holes at Low Freestream Turbulence. The adia-

ig. 4 Contours of calculated „a… blowing ratio and „b… mo-
entum flux ratio for the baseline conditions
atic effectiveness contours for the cylindrical passage at low

31007-4 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
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freestream turbulence are shown in Figs. 5�a�–5�c�. Overall, ef-
fectiveness levels were very low, especially in the region down-
stream of the double rows of holes at the entrance to the passage,
which had a steeper surface angle than the passage holes �60 deg
as opposed to 35 deg for the passage�. Nearly all of the cooling
flow from those two rows lifted off the surface, which is not
surprising considering that blowing ratios for these holes ranged
from 2.8 to 5.9. Only for the 75% case were slight cooling foot-
prints visible downstream of the double cylindrical rows.

The row of pressure side holes running along the edge of the
fillet just downstream of the leading edge separated completely.
Blowing ratios for the holes in that region were extremely high
between M =3.9 and 8.5 �see Fig. 4�a��, which is well above the
range for cylindrical jet attachment.

The majority of the cooling footprints showed individual jets,
indicating that there was not good lateral spreading downstream
of most of the cylindrical holes. Most of the holes had a hole-to-
hole spacing of greater than 5 hole diameters, which is generally
too large to show significant jet merging. The exception was the

Fig. 5 Effectiveness contours at low freestream turbulence for
the cylindrical passage „a–c… and fan-shaped passage „d–f…
first row of holes on the pressure side �X /C=0�, which seemed to

Transactions of the ASME
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ave relatively good lateral spreading despite a hole-to-hole spac-
ng of 6.2. This spreading was perhaps due to the effect of the
pstream double row of holes.

Holes placed directly upstream of other holes seemed to in-
rease the cooling benefit from that downstream hole. This phe-
omenon has been seen on the vane surface in the near pressure
ide region as well by Colban et al. �27�, where the upstream
ooling prevented the natural jet lift-off that would occur
therwise.

Streamlines are shown for the baseline contour in Fig. 5�b�. The
treamlines were calculated from the velocity vectors at 2% span
rom a 3D CFD computation in FLUENT 6.1.2. Near the suction
ide, the holes were clearly swept in the direction of the stream-
ines, despite their orientation angles toward the pressure side.
his partially confirms the observances of Friedrichs et al. �19�
nd Knost and Thole �20� that the coolant trajectories of the film-
ooling holes are primarily dictated by the near-wall streamlines
nd not by the hole orientations. However, near the pressure side
egion, the orientation angles of the holes were in the direction of

ig. 6 Effectiveness contours at high freestream turbulence
or the cylindrical passage „a–c… and fan-shaped passage „d–f…
he cross-passage pressure gradient, and not in line with the

ournal of Turbomachinery
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streamline. The coolant in this case followed the orientation angle
direction and not the near-wall streamline direction. These results
seem to modify the suggestions of the previous studies, such that
the injected coolant will follow the near-wall streamline direction
unless it is oriented in the direction of the cross-passage pressure
gradient.

To quantify the development of the coolant through the passage
and examine the effect of flow rate on effectiveness, pitch-wise
lateral averages were done for each data set. Figure 7 shows �̄ for
the baseline 100% cylindrical case at low freestream turbulence.
The two spikes in �̄ were caused by the leading edge rows, but
overall the leading edge rows had very little effect on increasing
�̄. Beginning at X /C=0.0, there was a continual increase in �̄
throughout the passage by the addition of coolant from each suc-
cessive row.

Also shown in Fig. 7 is the augmentation in �̄ for the 125% and
75% cases relative to the baseline 100% case. It is immediately
evident that better cooling performance was achieved at the lower
mass flow rate, with a continual decrease in �̄ with increased
blowing. This was a result of jet liftoff from the cylindrical holes.
The same trend of increased cylindrical jet liftoff with increased
blowing ratio was also observed in the work done by Jabbari et al.
�28�.

Fan-Shaped Holes at Low Freestream Turbulence. The ef-
fectiveness contours for the fan-shaped passage at low turbulence
are shown in Figs. 5�d�–5�f�. It is immediately obvious that the
fan-shaped cooling holes provided much better cooling to the end-
wall than their cylindrical counterparts for the same coolant flow
rate. Specifically, the fan-shaped holes had much better lateral
spreading, which allowed the jets to stay attached to the surface
because of the reduction in jet momentum. It should be pointed
again that the blowing ratios given in the contour in Fig. 4�a� are
valid for the cylindrical metering area of fan-shaped holes, and
that the effective blowing ratio at the fan-shaped hole exit would
be approximately 22% of those values, corresponding to an area
ratio of 4.6 for the fan-shaped holes.

It is interesting to note that in the area of highest blowing ratio
near the pressure side leading edge next to the fillet some of the
jets appear to be lifting off, just as in the cylindrical passage. This
seems to suggest that the liftoff in that region was not only due to
high blowing ratios, but also because of strong secondary flows.
Again, the holes near the suction side were swept toward the
suction side following the near-wall streamlines, while the holes
near the pressure side were directed along the path dictated by

Fig. 7 Laterally averaged effectiveness for the 100% baseline
case and augmentation of laterally averaged effectiveness for
the 75% and 125% cases on the cylindrical passage at low
freestream turbulence
their orientation angles.

JULY 2008, Vol. 130 / 031007-5
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Upon closer examination of Fig. 5�e� for the baseline 100%
ase, the region shown in Fig. 8 near the pressure side leading
dge displayed an interesting physical phenomenon. The jets in
he first pressure side row exhibited an alternating pattern of sepa-
ation and attachment. The first hole �labeled P1� produced a typi-
al coolant footprint downstream of a fan-shaped hole. However,
he next hole in the line, P2, lifted off of the surface entirely. The
ollowing hole, P3, again produced a coolant footprint typical of a
an-shaped hole, as did P5. However, as with P2, P4 again lifted
ff of the surface completely. Because of the orientation angle and
lose hole spacing, the jet from P2 was blocked by the coolant
xiting P1. This caused jet P2 to flow up and over jet P1 and lift
ff of the surface. Because jet P2 did not remain attached to the
urface, jet P3 had a clear path and behaved normally. However,
he path of jet P4 was again blocked by the downstream jet from
3, causing jet P4 to lift off of the surface. This alternating pat-

ern of flow blockages was caused by the combination of com-
ound angle and hole spacing, and could probably be eliminated
y increasing the hole spacing in this location.

To evaluate the cooling development through the passage, �̄
alues for the baseline case in the fan-shaped passage are shown
n Fig. 9. As with the cylindrical passage, the upstream double
ow of holes had little cooling benefit for the endwall surface, and
as mainly wasted in mixing with the freestream. �̄ was seen to

ncrease continually throughout the passage, reaching a consistent
evel as high as �̄=0.45 near the end of the passage.

Also shown in Fig. 9 are the augmentations of �̄ for the 75%
nd 125% cases in the fan-shaped passage relative to the baseline
00% case. In comparison with the cylindrical passage, changing
he flow rate did not elicit nearly as large of an effect on �̄ for the
an-shaped holes, causing only a minor increase in cooling perfor-
ance with increased flow rate. The relative insensitivity to flow

ate was perhaps because of the lateral jet spreading witnessed
ith the fan-shaped holes, which allowed the fan-shaped holes to
rovide excellent coverage for all blowing rates. Similar results of
mall increases in cooling performance with increased blowing
ere reported for the vane surface with full coverage fan-shaped
lm cooling by Colban et al. �27�.

Hole Geometry Comparison at Low Turbulence. As stated
reviously, the primary goal of this study was to quantify the
hermal benefit of using fan-shaped holes instead of cylindrical

¯

ig. 8 Closeup view of region near the pressure side leading
dge „baseline 100% case…
oles on the endwall. Figure 10 shows the augmentation in � at all

31007-6 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
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three flow rates for fan-shaped holes over cylindrical holes. The
benefits in film-cooling effectiveness were both substantial and
remarkable. Depending on location in the passage and flow rate,
increases in �̄ were seen anywhere from 50% to 150% from the
cylindrical cases to the fan-shaped cases. The highest increases in
�̄ were observed just downstream of the hole exits. The highest
flow rate yielded the largest increases in �̄ augmentation, in part
because of the flow rate insensitivity in the fan-shaped passage
coupled with the jet liftoff in the cylindrical passage. Also, the
trend was that decreased flow rate decreased the difference in �̄
between the cylindrical and fan-shaped passages, a result noted
previously in flat plate and vane studies.

Effects of High Freestream Turbulence. The many different
combustor arrangements used in industry lead to a wide range of
turbulence intensity levels somewhere between 5% and 20% en-
tering the turbine section �29�. For this reason, we also performed
the same measurements of adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness for
both passages at a comparably high freestream turbulence level of
TI=8.9%. The contours of film-cooling effectiveness for the cy-
lindrical passage at high freestream turbulence are shown in Figs.
6�a�–6�c�. Overall, the general patterns look quite similar to the
cases with low turbulence �Figs. 5�a�–5�c��. To quantify the ef-

Fig. 9 Laterally averaged effectiveness for the 100% baseline
case and augmentation of laterally averaged effectiveness for
the 75% and 125% cases on the fan-shaped passage at low
freestream turbulence

Fig. 10 Augmentation of laterally averaged film-cooling effec-
tiveness for fan-shaped cooling holes over cylindrical cooling

holes
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ects of elevated levels of turbulence intensity, augmentation lev-
ls of �̄ for the high turbulence condition over the low turbulence
ondition are shown in Fig. 11 for the cylindrical passage. High
reestream turbulence reduced film effectiveness for the 75% case
ear the entrance to the passage, likely as a result of increased
ixing with the freestream. The baseline flow case showed little

ffect from elevated turbulence levels. The 125% case at high
reestream turbulence showed a slight augmentation near the en-
rance to the passage, indicating that the extreme liftoff seen at
ow turbulence was somewhat counteracted by the high levels of
urbulence, making the coolant more effective.

The effectiveness contours for the fan-shaped passage at high
reestream turbulence are shown in Figs. 6�d�–6�f�. Increased
reestream turbulence had no noticeable effect on the overall flow
attern for the fan-shaped passage. Augmentations in �̄ for the
an-shaped passage at high freestream turbulence are shown in
ig. 12 for all three flow rates. No significant change can be seen
rom the results, indicating that fan-shaped film cooling is rela-
ively insensitive to the level of turbulence entering the turbine
ection.

As a way to further evaluate the effect of both hole shape and
urbulence intensity, segments of effectiveness along the data line
hown in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 13 for each of the baseline

ig. 11 Augmentation of laterally averaged film-cooling effec-
iveness for the cylindrical passage at high freestream
urbulence

ig. 12 Augmentation of laterally averaged film-cooling effec-
iveness for the fan-shaped passage at high freestream

urbulence
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cases. Again, the superior performance of the fan-shaped holes to
the cylindrical holes is immediately evident from the elevated
effectiveness levels. The effect of high freestream turbulence on
the fan-shaped holes nearest the pressure side �0.10	y / Ploc
	0.40� was to decrease the peak-to-valley distance in effective-
ness, or essentially smear out the coolant from elevated turbulent
mixing.

Another way to visualize the results are in terms of the effec-
tiveness along streamlines released from different vane pitch lo-
cations. The baseline contours shown in Figs. 5�b� and 5�e� and
Figs. 6�b� and 6�e� each include four streamlines released from
Y / P=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The streamlines were taken from a
CFD prediction without film cooling in FLUENT 6.1.2 at 2%
span. The effectiveness along the 40% and 80% streamlines for
each baseline case are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. For the stream-
lines released from Y / P=0.4, the benefit from the fan-shaped
holes is clear and fairly consistent throughout the passage. How-
ever, the streamline at 80% pitch, which follows very close to the
vane suction side, gives nearly the same levels for both hole ge-
ometries.

Area-Averaged Film-Cooling Effectiveness. To quantify the
cooling benefit for the entire endwall surface, area-averaged val-
ues of adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness were calculated for

Fig. 13 Effectiveness along the data line shown in Fig. 3 for
each baseline case

Fig. 14 Effectiveness along a streamline released from 40%

pitch for each baseline case
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ach case. The area included in the calculation encompassed one
ane pitch, beginning at a distance of X /C=−0.25 upstream of the
ane leading edge and ending at the vane trailing edge �X /C
0.5�. Area-averaged values are shown in Fig. 16 for each case

isted in Table 3. The superior cooling performance of the fan-
haped holes is clear, with area-averaged film-effectiveness values
5% higher than for the cylindrical cases across the full range of
ow rates. The effect of freestream turbulence was to decrease the
lm effectiveness by an average of 6% for the fan-shaped passage.
reestream turbulence had a stronger effect on the cylindrical pas-
age because it changed the dependency of film effectiveness on
ow rate. For low freestream turbulence, film effectiveness in the
ylindrical passage decreased with flow rate as a result of coolant
ift off. However, at high freestream turbulence, a slight increase
n film effectiveness was observed with flow rate as a result of
ncreased jet mixing that led to coolant spreading. Overall, the
ffect of turbulence on the cylindrical passage was to reduce the
ensitivity of effectiveness to flow rate.

Area-averaged film-cooling effectiveness was also compared to
he results reported in the study by Friedrichs et al. �19�, and
ound to be in close agreement. The hole pattern used in the study
f Friedrichs et al. �19� was very different from the pattern used in
his study. They had four rows of holes located at axial positions

ig. 15 Effectiveness along a streamline released from 80%
itch for each baseline case
ig. 16 Area-averaged film-cooling effectiveness for all cases
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of X /C�0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. The difference in cooling hole lay-
out between the two studies suggests that even though local effec-
tiveness may vary significantly, perhaps there is an insensitivity of
area-averaged effectiveness to hole layout. More investigation
into this hypothesis will be needed.

Conclusions
This paper has presented high-resolution measurements of adia-

batic film-cooling effectiveness for both cylindrical and fan-
shaped holes on a turbine vane endwall surface. Results were
presented at both high and low values of freestream turbulence.
The measurements were performed in a large-scale, low-speed,
two-passage, linear turbine vane cascade, with the identical cool-
ing hole pattern in each passage but with different hole shapes.

The major conclusion from this work was a superior perfor-
mance of fan-shaped holes in the platform region was found rela-
tive to cylindrical holes. An increase in film effectiveness of 75%
based on area averages was seen by using fan-shaped holes in-
stead of cylindrical holes. The effect of high freestream turbulence
was to reduce cooling performance by 6% in the fan-shaped pas-
sage, and to change the dependency of film effectiveness on flow
rate for the cylindrical passage.

Little benefit from a cooling standpoint was seen from the
double row of staggered cylindrical holes placed upstream of each
passage. Further work is planned to investigate the effect of the
upstream blowing on the cooling performance of the downstream
holes. Work is also planned to compare the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the two hole shapes.
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Nomenclature
C 
 true vane chord

Cp 
 static pressure coefficient,
Cp= �ps,loc− ps,in� /0.5�inUin

2

D 
 film-cooling hole diameter
I 
 local momentum flux ratio, I=�cUc

2 /�locUloc
2

k 
 thermal conductivity
M 
 local blowing ratio, M =�cUc /�locUloc

MFR 
 % total coolant mass flow per total passage
mass flow

p 
 pressure
P 
 vane pitch

Re 
 Reynolds number, Re=UinC /�
t 
 hole breakout width
s 
 distance measured along a streamline
S 
 streamwise distance around the vane
T 
 temperature

TI 
 turbulence intensity
U 
 velocity
X 
 axial coordinate measured from the vane

stagnation
y 
 local pitchwise coordinate
Y 
 pitchwise coordinate

Greek
� 
 inclination angle
� 
 boundary layer thickness
� 
 kinematic viscosity
� 
 adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness

�x 
 integral length scale
� 
 density

�1 
 lateral diffusion angle

�2 
 forward expansion angle
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S

O

R

J

Downlo
ubscripts
c 
 coolant

cyl 
 cylindrical holes
fs 
 fan-shaped holes

HFST 
 high freestream turbulence condition
�TI=8.9% �

in 
 inlet condition
LFST 
 low freestream turbulence condition

�TI=1.2% �
loc 
 local value

max 
 maximum value of given variable at that
location

s 
 static

verbar
- 
 lateral average


 
 area average
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